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By David Moberg
OU1.0 WF. BE WITNESSING THE START OF A
disarmament race, a downward spiral in global military spending yielding new investments in peace and
prosperity?

C

The presumed Soviet threat has virtually
vanished. Now Russian President Boris
Yeltsin and even President George Bush are
making unilateral arms cuts as incentives for
further reductions from the other side. The
Cold War edge to conflicts in the less-developed world has dulled, and old antagonists
from El Salvador to Korea and the Middle East
are resolving deep-seated military disputes or
at least talking to each other. The U.N. offers
new hope as a forum and a force for peace.
Enough has changed in just the past year that
President Bush has proposed lowering real
military spending through 1997 about 15 percent below what he projected last year. That
shaves $50 billion, or about 3 percent, from
the $1.76 trillion Bush had wanted to spend
on the military in fiscal years 1992 to 1997.
Bush recommended limitation or cancellation of such major weapons systems as the
8-2 Stealth bomber, the Sea Wolf submarine,
the advanced cruise missile and new generations of tanks and helicopters.
Yet he wanted more money for Star Wars
as well as continued expansion of the aircraft
carrier fleet and full-scale production of both
a new fighter (the F-22) and a new cargo plane
(the C-17), designed to airlift troops quickly
to remote locations.
"This deep," Bush said, referring to the military cuts in his State of the Union address,
drawing a line in budgetary sand, "and no
deeper."
How far beyond Bush could the United
States go in reducing the military budget?
What obstacles—besides Bush—stand in the
way of much deeper cuts?
How low can you go? After a 60 percent
buildup in the military during the first five
Reagan years, real defense spending began
to decline in 1985, although it's still well
above the 1980 level. References to defense
cuts can get confusing: Amounts "cut" depend on what baseline is used for comparison and whether expenditures are expressed
in inflation-adjusted dollars. For example, in
what are called current-year dollars, Bush
projects spending to stay close to $290 billion a year for the next five years, but assuming modest inflation, that yields a 4 percent
annual reduction below current spending.
Also, about 60 percent of his cuts result from
terminating anticipated production of the B2 bombers and Sea Wolf submarinesmoves that do not reduce the present size
of the military one iota.
Many mainstream experts now propose
that the defense budget could be cut in half
in real terms (about $150 billion 1992 dollars). Democratic presidential candidates
Jerry Brown and Larry Agran and former CIA
Director William Colby call for cutting the
military budget by half in five years; Brookings Institution defense expert William Kaufmann and Iowa Sen. Tom Harkin propose a
50 percent cut in ten years. Nebraska Sen.
Bob Kerrey suggests a 30 to 40 percent cut
in ten years; Gov. Bill Clinton and former
Sen. Paul Tsongas favor a cut by one-third
in five years.
Senate Democratic leaders have converged around somewhat more modest fi-

Cutting the U.S. military:
how low can we go?
gures. Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell talks of a $100 billion savings over five
years, about double that proposed by Bush.
(Democratic Senators Lloyd Bentsen of
Texas and Bill Bradley of New Jersey had
suggested even smaller cuts, respectively, of
$73 to $80 billion over five years.) Yet even
very conservative Republican Sen. John McCain of Arizona last November proposed cuts
of $113 billion over five years, about the
same as proposed by Sen. Ted Kennedy COMA).
Cutting by half in five years has emerged
as the outer limit in mainstream debate
partly because it's a nice round number,
partly because it appears feasible and still
leaves a powerful U. S. military, and partly
because about half of all military expenditures are attributable to defense of western
Europe against the ex-Soviets, no longer a
compelling rationale.
Yet there are many obstacles to moving
that far or that fast. A big peace dividend
soon, therefore, is no certainty. Difficult disputes also loom over what to do with whatever dividend materializes, an issue almost
as important as cutting defense itself.
Military-industrial complexities: First,
there are a host of technical problems. Under
pressure from Bush, Congress will speed up
this year's budget process. That will make it
difficult for liberals to increase the first year
savings significantly beyond Bush's proposed
$8 billion reduction from last year's request.
(Rep. Ron Dellums [D-CA] will nevertheless
recommend first year cuts of $50 billion, and
other liberals will aim for $30 billion.)
Deconstructing the national security state
is not the same as demobilizing after a major
war. Rapid cuts in career military personnel,
especially if there is not a meaningful program
of career readjustment, might demoralize
the military and impose personal hardships.
It will take more time to reduce military overhead—command and control operations, research work and various troop support activities—than to reduce the numbers of
weapons or troops.
Although budgets for weapons systems are
authorized in one year, the money is spent
over many years. If the $60 billion authorized
for procurement of weapons in this fiscal
year's budget had been canceled, there would
have only been a savings of about $7 billion
in outlays of money, according to Steven

Kosiak, a budget analyst with the Defense
Budget Project, a Washington research group.
Then there is the question of maintaining
an industrial base for the military. Even if
the U.S. does not need tanks, submarines or
other weapons now, the congressional-military-industrial triad of defense lobbyists will
argue that we must keep a slow trickle in
the pipeline to maintain the skills and capacity to make weapons if they're needed in
the future.
The technical questions also quickly turn
political. This is an election year. And as
much as members of Congress may favor
cutting defense, they—Democrats and Republicans alike—won't be anxious to cut the
contract or base in their home state or district. When Colorado Gov. Roy Romer last
week criticized Bush's budget and limited
defense cuts, the president nastily played
the jobs card. "What bases do you want to
close?" Bush countered. "What areas do you
want to shut down?...Or do you want to lay
off the people?"
Most analysts agree that there will be anywhere from slight to significant economic
advantages from military cuts depending on
what is then done with the money. Whatever
the long-term advantage, the short-term effects are politically unpalatable. According
to figures calculated by Northwestern University economist Robert Eisner, cuts in defense equivalent to one percent of the gross
national product would result in a rise of
about .4 to .6 of a percent in unemployment
rates. In 1987, defense took 6.4 percent of
the GNP; under Bush's proposal it would
drop to 3.4 percent in 1997.
The political impact of the layoffs could
be intense in dozens of states and congressional districts. Democrats who might like
to cut military spending fear not only defense
layoffs in their home bases but also traditional Republican attacks on them as "soft
on defense." Although Democratic leaders
feel that global shifts in the past year have
helped neutralize that traditional image,
"they want to be only slightly ahead of Bush,"
a congressional aide said. "They want to win
the [presidential] election on the economy
and don't want to give any excuses, that is,
national security issues, to be used against
the Democrats."
National insecurity: Although public
opinion has long been sympathetic to mili-
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tary cuts, there are indications that people
are skittish about making deep cuts. In a
December poll taken by the Greenberg-Lake
firm for the liberal Campaign for New Priorities, three-fourths of respondents supported
a 10 percent cut, but respondents were
evenly split over a 25 percent cut, even when
they were told this was Bush's proposal.
Three-fourths of respondents opposed a 50
percent cut in the military.
Americans clearly feel insecure and cling
to an outmoded defense establishment. Perhaps it's just a bad habit or a misplaced
yearning for lost power; perhaps it's a fear
of the unknown. In a survey last summer for
Americans Talk Issues, a non-profit public
opinion research group, the Soviet Union
was seen as a minor threat. By a margin of
60 percent to 38 percent, those polled favored eliminating all nuclear arms instead
of maintaining a precarious balance of retaliatory power among several nations.
But still these Americans retained a very
complex sense of national insecurity. While
drug trafficking ranked tops as a threat (cited
by 84 percent), three other threats tied for
second place (cited by 74 percent)—nuclear
weapons in the hands of Third World dictators and terrorists, pollution and violent
crime. The high cost of health care came in
a close fifth. (In other polls, Japan's economic power or U.S. economic decline have
ranked high as threats.)
It could easily be argued that military
spending would do nothing to help and much
to exacerbate most—if not all—of these perceived insecurities. Terrorism and drug trafficking are today no worse, perhaps even
somewhat less of a problem, than a few years
ago. Deployment of the revamped Star
Wars—which employs land-based anti-ballistic missiles with space detectors—would
not protect New York from a terrorist or
small nation with a nuclear bomb in a suitcase or on a small boat in the harbor.
Instead of relying on military retaliation,
tighter control over sales of nuclear arms,
"dual use technologies" (civilian equipment
that can be used for high-tech military ends)
and conventional weapons should be the primary weapon against proliferation of the
machines of war. Yet even in fiscal year 1991,
the United States sold $63 billion worth of
defense goods and services to other countries, with 37 percent of that total going to
the volatile, over-armed Middle East.
Much instability and conflict elsewhere in
the world (including the attempted military
coup last week in Venezuela) is either caused
or worsened by global economic relations,
such as burdensome Third World debt, Draconian austerity plans imposed by the International Monetary Fund, or highly unstable
commodity prices.
Flawed rethinking: The Bush administration and the Pentagon have given no coherent
rationale for their continued levels of defense spending. To his credit, Rep. Les Aspin
(D-WI), the Democratic chair of the Armed
Services Committee, has insisted that military spending should be linked to a rethinking of the U.S. role in the world. Sadly, he
has not rethought very much or very well.
The new threats to security, Aspin has argued, are primarily aggression, terrorism or
the acquisition of nuclear weapons by
"rogue" regional powers (Iraq, Iran, Syria,
Libya, Korea, China and Cuba). Aspin also
Continued on page 10
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Larry Evans: History's rastproofer
By Bill Stamets
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Global restructuring of the post-Cold War economy has placed entire industries at risk. Trade
unions face historically unique challenges in internationally ratcheted markets. Is there an opening
for a new style of union organizing?
Larry Evans, a postmodern, grass-roots, crosscultural organizer, operates on a novel plane. His
workplace is history. He is a steward of memories.
Using video, he mines the past of industrial workers, hoping to forge a new spirit of unity from this
scarce resource. He started with an inter-mill newsletter for Pittsburgh steelworkers in the 70s. Now,
in the '90s, he is engaged in a sister-city video
dialogue with Ukrainian coal miners.
And for his life's opus, Larry Evans is collecting
the stories of workers who made their livings in industries that are now dying. Far from an academic
pursuit, Evans hopes his tactic of preserving history
may ultimately save jobs, too, if enough workers
can hear their common voices.
"My ambition is to get workers to be able to
speak their piece—tell their history—so everybody
can see each other's story and can understand that
we're all in the same boat," Evans says. "The only
way we can stop this race to the bottom we're
economically thrown into—a race where one nation's workers are pitted against another nation's—
is if those workers communicate with each other
and know what the hell's going on."
Evans came to Chicago recently to screen and
discuss Perestroika from Below, a documentary he
helped produce on striking Soviet miners. He related his experiences in the Ukraine in the-summer
of 1989 to the campaign season at home. "We get
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easily rallied into this pro-America, America-first
campaign out of desperation, not out of insight," he
says. "The people who are going to benefit the
most from protectionism are the wheelers and dealers at the top management level. It's not going
down to the average guy on the shop floor. The
only way he can protect his interests is to win the
communications revolution."
Communicating the history of unionism between
generations and among nations can have radical impact, Evans believes. Swapping stories about bosses
and benefits is more than recreational; it's a crucial
way for workers to counter divisive perceptions.
Noting how American workers are turned against
their Mexican counterparts, Evans fears their Eastem European counterparts are slated for the next
wave of resentment. "We have to know each other.
We have to communicate with other workers.
Either that or we'll just continue this slide into the
inevitability of trade wars turning into real wars,"
he warns.
Early lessons: Evans' first brush with radicalism
came from his aunt, who worked for a tug-boat
company and chaired the local Alger Hiss Defense
Committee.
Early in his Baltimore upbringing, a tone of infamy was injected. His father, a former steelworker,
had tried to shift gears by moving to the country to
try to make a living. But when his father refused to
pay the Baltimore County executive, Spiro Agnew, a
bribe for an access road, his modest venture as a
home builder was doomed. In the Evans household,
Agnew's name was a synonym for poison.
As a youth, Evans enjoyed going against the
grain. When he got punitive assignments in high

